Inferring demand from partially observed data to address the mismatch between demand and supply of taxis in the presence of rain
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Abstract: Analyzing mismatch in supply and demand of taxis is an important effort to understand passengers’ demand. In this paper, we have analyzed the effect of rain on the demand for yellow taxis in city-wide as well as in a point of interest in New York City. Because a pickup event is a realized demand, we studied empty travel time, the number of pickups per driver, the average amount of income per drive indices to infer demand from taxi data of 2013. Findings highlight that the higher demand exists because of many short-trips during the rain. This paper illustrates the change in passengers’ demand increased by the onset of weather condition.

1 Introduction

In today’s connected transportation systems, different sensor readings from different sources e.g., wireless networks, satellites, and observatory weather stations are easily accessible for researchers to infer demand for their transportation mode of interest. In large cities, taxis provide point-to-point traveling service that are among the most convenient transportation modes of choices to accommodate customers special needs. It is widely reported that some passengers experience long-wait time for taxis in rainy weather while transit users experienced higher humidity that make the alternative inconvenient mode of transportation during summers in NYC. The characteristics of weather are the key to unlock the taxi demand problem in different weather conditions. Thus, demand for a fleet of taxi vehicles without prearrangement, is driven by myriad of factors including special events, time of day (TOD), weather (rain, temperature, humidity, ...), presence of empty vehicle in the line of sight of passenger and its recognition of passenger, and etc. Given multifarious of factors, we can only infer demand in the settings of time series of variable of interest.

Prior to emergence of ride-sharing technologies, the yellow taxi cabs were ubiquitous in New York City (NYC). In 2013 the yellow taxi cabs were the only sanctioned vehicle to pick up street hail passengers in Manhattan, NYC. In recent years, taxi business has been challenged by introducing ride-sharing and autonomous vehicles. Regardless of technologies we were can transfer the knowledge from outstanding change in e-hails demand due to weather to monopoly of medallions. We studied mismatch between supply and realized demand, which is the number of met pickups. Studying the demand for a particular cluster of taxi transportation, utilizing historical pickups and weather information is an important effort to socially understand the demand as a function of input variables of location, time of day, and weather condition e.g., rain, wind, high-temperature, and snow. Therefore, we adopted best practices of transportation including ride-sharing to address recent changes \cite{1}.

To address these rapid changes, most recently, Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) \cite{2} surveyed the factors affecting ridership at the aggregate level including weather, ride sharing, and ridership for adults and students to find the trend in transit ridership \cite{3}. In a study \cite{5} the impact of meteorological conditions on the number of public bus trips used for different purposes has been studied in Gipuzkoa, Spain. In another study \cite{6} researchers found that the higher demand is because of the high number of bus lines, bus stops, and the transfer points between a bus terminal or a metro station in that area that attract many customers. Understanding the taxi demand in different weather conditions requires fine-grained datasets. Such data can reveal important characteristics of taxi passenger travel behavior in different situations. Such analysis are intensively dependent on time and environmental factors, and the state of system. Meantime, visualization is a great tool to describe complex factors in easily understandable framework. The time series data and visualization were obtained using various database technologies including MySQL, Pandas and DASK libraries of Python along with applying appropriate aggregation on historical data sets. This paper analyzes taxis supply and passenger demand using data for medallions (yellow taxis) in 2013 in New York City (NYC).

The main objective of this paper was to present innovative use of measures on historical pickups and supply of the yellow taxis in different zones of NYC, at different times and at different weather conditions to infer the demand. This paper is organized as follows. In the related works section, we provide a background for the factors affecting taxi supply and passenger demand. In the data section, we describe weather data and provide context for the analysis in the next section. In details in section IV, we describe methods for transforming data. In the result, we describe time series of variables of interests and present statistical analysis. In the conclusion, we compare our results. Finally, based on conclusions and limitations of current study, future works are suggested.

2 Related Work

Previous research has identified that the bad weather influences on taxi-drivers income \cite{7,8}. Based on 147 million records of yellow taxi pick-ups in New York City in 10 months of 2010, researchers have obtained different income level for different time of the day, the day of week (Mon, Tue, etc), and the month of year \cite{7,8}. A high-resolution pick-up prediction model is based on high-resolution GPS data in the current study.

Taxi drivers either own a medallion or they could lease one to work in one of two shifts (mostly two but three would be a possibility) determined in the lease agreement. Flexibility and on-time service could let passengers hail taxis from every part of NYC in different time and weather conditions. However, it was less likely to hail
an unoccupied cab on a rainy day in Manhattan in the preridesharing era [9, 10]. Many taxi drivers prefer to work in evenings when they look for higher profit and lease the car for other shifts. In fact, one of the factors affecting leasing price is the time of the start of shift. The dispersion of yellow taxis in different regions (taxi supply) is governed by the dynamics of taxi-passerger flow and spatiotemporal demand in absence of a central dispatch system in New York City.

The taxis’ ridership differs from transit. The largest body of research, which explains the variations in ridership relative to the weather belongs to the public transportation dates as far back as the 1980s; while, there is no study to address the impact of weather on taxi companies in the literature [10, 11]. In [10] the author has found that the summer rainfall, decreased ridership for mass transit approximately 3-5%. Because there are differences between the public taxi and transit ridership; thereafter, effects of weather on taxis might be different, gesturing a new research direction in transportation literature.

Even though, some geographical locations have captured higher pick-ups rate than other regions the pick-ups rate within the region is dynamic. The pick-up pattern depends on time varies across NYC regions. For example, in residential areas outside of Manhattan, more pick-ups occur in the mornings; however, in business-dominant areas in Manhattan there is a higher rate of pick-ups in the night-time. Taxi-trips are short distance and duration mode of transportation [9]. Every pick-ups ends up in a destination that is close to its origin, except airport pick-ups, which have longer trip distance and duration e.g., taxi pick-ups at JFK airport, which has a policy in-action of fixed-route/price to Manhattan [3]. Because pickup patterns vary in time, depending on the region, both taxi drivers and passengers suffer from long wait time according to [8, 9]. Dexterous taxi drivers could be benefiting from the knowledge they acquire about different locations demand patterns in different times e.g. by reacting to the increased demand due to the rain [12, 13]. However, the actual demand is unknown. In one hand taxi passengers experience long wait-time for vacant taxis in rainy conditions and on the other hand subway’s humidity and temperature makes the transit inconvenient mode of transportation during summers in NYC. The characteristics of weather are the key to unlock the taxi demand problem in different weather conditions. Thus, any human mobility studies should model the impact of weather on individual agents.

Prolonged wait time worsened conditions more for passengers and less severe for drivers if we consider the weather in the taxi-passenger ridership problem. In a extreme atmospheric condition such as thunderstorm, prolonged wait time, causes damage to people in less secured areas against the weather in some regions. Even in the taxi-dominant areas of NYC, some people have experienced unfavorably long wait time on rainy days. Operation costs for taxis increase because of limited vision to spot hails, confusion in adapting to the situation, and increase in accidents in bad weather. However, cab-drivers were benefited from the abundance of customers and travelers in major metropolitan areas like Manhattan, Brooklyn, etc. in NYC [16]. It is estimated that between 400000 to 500000 daily trip hosted by medallion taxis during a study span from December 2008 to January 2010 [17]. Among many regions 95% of pick-ups occur in Manhattan below the 96th Street and at JFK and LaGuardia airports [16]. For instance, see the hotspots of NYC in Fig. 1.

One of the sensors typically embedded in every taxis in NYC is the global positioning system (GPS) sensor. The yellow taxis are equipped with built-in GPS report succinct information about this mode of transportation to a government agency in NYC. Taxi and Limousine Company (TLC) partially regulates the yellow taxi market in NYC and releases the GPS data to public semiannual. GPS sensors in different vehicles produce a tremendous amount of the coordinate data every second. Taxis are equipped with a GPS report accurate and traceable data about the location and time they were operating to the agencies, however in acquired data set only origin and destination of satisfied demand (pickups) were recorded. This data set could result in a better understanding of the transportation demand if they had been ingested with weather data. In human mobility domain, integration of GPS taxi data with exogenous weather information might result in improvements in taxi level of service, taxi market profitability, and customer satisfaction [11].

To this end, we streamed NOAA hourly weather information from three ground stations with a sampling rate of one hour are located in Central Park in Manhattan, La Guardia and JFK airports see Fig. 1. The main surface weather stations are co-located where the majority of pick-ups/stop-offs occur (Central Park in Manhattan). The missing data of rain for one station is artificially generated using two other station data in the test set (detailed background is provided in [18]).

Taxi data of NYC has a high spatiotemporal resolution. Annually, around 13000 medallions reached approximately 173 million trips (2013). Detailed ridership data of medallions was available online. Every recorded data pinpoints origin-destination (OD) pairs of when and where every individual ridership of yellow taxi took

\*TLC reports that in 2014, 20% of all the trip distance were less than a mile (about 20 Manhattan blocks).
The taxi supply field did not exist in data of taxis. The pickup record in the dataset of taxis is satisfied demand. The taxi supply in different locations at different times to associate the pickups with taxis. Because we had access to pickup and drop off location records at a given time we were able to calculate how many taxis operate at the city in sum. The major contribution of the current study is to generate individual taxi driver shift time sequence synthetically. Following two layers in Fig. 3, we have generated global supply. As a rule of thumb, the set of consecutive rides that have no more than 8-hour gap constitute a shift in Fig. 4.

Anomalous shifts are easily tractable by an agent e.g. a driver rode for 30 day However, these anomalies are minutes. From Fig. 5, many Drivers start at one of two shift of morning and evening. The supply modeling using artificially generated shifts of the driver is generative modeling which generate whole supply with understanding only the distribution of the taxi shift start (PDF plot is a summation of several underlying Gaussian distributions). There were limitations regarding the definition of supply. On top of that taxi, supply is an approximate usually underestimated true supply, because we don’t know how much in advance a driver starts his shift before making a fair. Alternatively, it is unclear when they decided to call the day. For when the taxi drivers have end taxis refer to Fig. 6. Average travel time is 13.533 minutes and average empty ride time is 11.80 minutes in NYC in 2013. Detailed analysis of travel distance recorded in the trip distance is obtained with taxi meter readings refer to Fig. 7. As a brief conclusion in some location taxis spent more than three times of travel time empty. Because the trajectory is unknown for every taxis and the time spent on cursing/waiting, we resort to speed calculation for finding the localized supply. More detailed analysis of speed calculation is given in the forthcoming section.

The impact of weather on taxi-pick-ups depends on time. An hour precision is considered for time. We considered daytime,
Fig. 8: Difference in Weekday and Weekend Pickup Counts in 2011.

Fig. 9: Average Taxi Supply Relative to Weather in Different Time of Day.

day of week, weekdays, weekend, day of month, month of year. [7, 8, 19, 20]. For statistically validating the experiments, only morning rush hours from 6-10 A.M. and evening rush hours of 4-8 P.M. are used.

4 Analysis

Time of day is a crucial factor. Data analysis is only provided for the morning peak period and evening peak period. Moreover, data exploration includes off-peak. The morning peak period identified 6-10 a.m. according to The Port Authority of NY and NJ [21]. Evening peak hours are from 4-8 p.m. [22]. Despite a low pickup for taxis exists on weekdays in some locations like Avenue 6th in Manhattan always, always there is more demand for taxis in weekdays morning peak hours similar to [23]. The reason for low pickup is congestion during the weekdays. Fewer pickups of taxi occur in weekdays in regions like Avenue C in Manhattan. However, as shown in Fig.8 in Avenue C more pick-ups occur on weekends.

Effect of rainy weather on weekdays is different than the weekends. The effect of rain on morning peak periods in weekends results into less increase in the number of pickups and less increase of mismatches for demand. Yet, in rainy weekday mornings more demand exists (higher number of pickups and higher pickups per driver). In the evening peak, the highest number of pickups per driver and number of pickups have been observed while the magnitude of mismatch is unclear from the plots of weekdays in citywide. We looked closely to empty driving time for location in Manhattan to examine traffic condition was measured by space mean speed, these. In the plots of traffic condition, empty travel speed means how quickly an empty taxi get its fair. The data between 2 am and 6 am are noisy (brown) because relatively fewer number of pickup data were available comparison to peak periods [10]. To compare and contrast the result of macroscopic with speed of hot spot, citywide travel speed provided in Fig. 10. The shortest trips are observed at 6 p.m. In weekends, taxis operate with more freedom because of less traffic. The other factor that explains the increase in the taxi pickups is the unavailability of substitute transportation during off-peak hours especially at midnights when unavailability of alternatives like car-renting, or less availability of transit ridership, and its limited schedule. The weather shock has made more mismatch into a specific location. The higher profit time for pickups for the taxi is late at night, in midnight and early in the day. However, transit ridership has peaked at evening when people come back at work and later in the mornings when people go to work.

To validate our result, we used nonparametric test of Mann-Whitney which is equivalent to parametric test and a nonparametric test for median using permutation analysis. Finally, we cross-validate our method on simulation data. The choice for an opting nonparametric test instead of well-used analysis of variance test (ANOVA) is because of the violation of normality underlings of
data and hetroscadstisity assumptions. We used a test for comparisons in means and medians of two samples, obtained by permutation analysis as well as on the original data set. The choice of permutation analysis is due to confounding factor time (special days). To remove the time component we randomly made dates with 4 morning hours in the first experiment. In the second experiment, we repeat the same procedure for evening peak hours. A once paired sample test of Wilcoxon signed rank test (the equivalent of Mann–Whitney test) obtained null hypothesis of equality in means of two independent samples with a dependent variable of the average number of fairs per drivers in an hour in rain versus clear conditions was performed. Kruskal-Wallis test used for comparisons of medians of two samples. The statistics of analyzing results are provided in section 8 (Appendix Table 1-2).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

It is cited that rainy weekdays increase the demand for businesses and decreases discretionary trips. In contrast, during the weekends, an increase in precipitation reduces recreational needs like visiting the museums for different transportation mediums and services. However, we obtained the different result for morning peak hours that during that period if the higher leisure activities associated with weekends than weekdays, higher demand were observed due to the rain in weekends for these trip purposes.

The effect of weather depends on location and the mismatch factors. Mismatch variations are higher due to weather in a hotspot as observed in Fig.1. In that location, the drivers who were present at that location found the fairs easily during the evening rain even in the worst traffic condition. In result, when the higher pickup associated with location and time, a higher magnitude of demand and mismatch exists. The result of this experiment identified that higher demand exists in a citywide during the rain as well. We illustrated that the precipitation income is a better add-in to taxi operation income-driven factors, one that higher chance of crash associated with higher precipitation. However, adding other weather-related factors such as the temperature to baseline remained unexplored. The taxi operation in some degree depends on external factors such as special events that we did not consider. In fact, we eliminated all time confounding factors using permutation analysis and the implications were discussed.

The projected evening demand was less likely to be affected by rain a macroscopic perspective. However, from data of specific location, it is highly affected in evening peak hours. When the taxis could not fluid from one point to another, in dense areas, more short trips are results of more demand when the demand is higher. We did not cross-validate our analysis with external data sources such as traffic. However, analysis compared to TLC hourly income from the financial perspective compared to calculated with partially observed data as a process to result in prosperity [29]. Taxi drivers decision to leave the shift early seem an irrational decision as income follows super graph in every time of day relative to the base model. Comparison of time of day income they topicaly obtain higher income while each trip adds-up less to total income. The taxi shift appears in our data when there was a pickup record. More tuning the shift start and end time and decision of driver is recommended for future studies.
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Appendices

The objective of statistical analysis in the Appendix is to present statistical methods applied in complement to data, which were illustrated in the analysis section of current article (see Table 1 and Table 2).
### Table 1: Result of Nonparametric Statistical Analysis for Morning Peak Hours in the Different Days of Week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of Week</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Permutation Statistics</th>
<th>Permutation pvalue</th>
<th>Observation Statistics</th>
<th>Observation pvalue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekday</td>
<td>Wilcoxon</td>
<td>3894.71837.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekday</td>
<td>Mann-Whitney</td>
<td>12032.50590.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3103.0</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekday</td>
<td>Kruskal</td>
<td>86491.40403</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.14422</td>
<td>0.00084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekend</td>
<td>Wilcoxon</td>
<td>30759.9058.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekend</td>
<td>Mann-Whitney</td>
<td>35403.19.0</td>
<td>0.00132727.0</td>
<td>727.0</td>
<td>0.45800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekend</td>
<td>Kruskal</td>
<td>102428.47286</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.01207</td>
<td>0.91250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Result of Nonparametric Statistical Analysis for Evening Peak Hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Permutation Statistics</th>
<th>Permutation pvalue</th>
<th>Observation Statistics</th>
<th>Observation pvalue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon</td>
<td>1224426201.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney</td>
<td>2848413284.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3103.0</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruskal</td>
<td>27775.81349</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.01642</td>
<td>0.89800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>